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UCF Alumni Board
Engagement Committee Meeting Minutes

April20,2017
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

LOCATION: Broad and Cassel | 390 N. Orange Ave, Ste. 1400, Orlando, FL 32801

ATTENDEES: Dean Caravelis, Allen Lane, Greg Pearlman, Christine Wydra, Sara Bernard

ABSENT: Bill Peppler; Beth Smith

STAFF: Angie Shaw, Assistant Vice President, Alumni Engagement
Ohilda C. Washburn, Associate Director, Alumni Board Relations and Development

Chair Caravelis called the meeting to order at 1 1:57 a.m

11:57 a.m.
Chair Caravelis informed the committee that the meeting was under Florida Sunshine Law. At the
Chair's request, Associate Director Ohilda C. Washburn called roll and confirmed a quorum was
present to conduct board business.

Caravelis asked for a motion to adopt the Engagement Committee minutes from the jan. 18,2017,
meeting and the Engagement Committee charter.

Lane moved. Pearlman seconded.

Caravelis called for discussion

Having none, Caravelis called for a vote

The motion carried unanimously.

Caravelis discussed that the Engagement and Philanthropy Committee have crossover and synergy.
He acknowledged the challenge in reaching the engagement goal. Timely, relevant and easily
digestible information that is connected to social media message are important for the attainment
of our goal. Caravelis mentioned two things that form engagement: 1. Touch - per Mike
Morsberger's analogy of philanthropy being a contact sport; 2. Reach - alumni who are connected
and to what degree.
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1Z:U5 p.m

Caravelis asked Shaw to review PowerPoint prepared with current alumni engagement metrics. Th¡s

PowerPoint focused on alumni engagement and events. Shaw reviewed that the current IGNITE

campaign end date is FY19 and the Collective lmpact end date is FY20. Shaw discussed that we must
engage an additional 2,000 alumni in each year to reach our goal. The committee provided
suggestions on the PowerPoint presentation. Conversation continued regarding a common
repository for alumni to find engagement opportunities. ln addition, this repository would have
different levels of engagement from one-time opportunities to varying continued opportunities.

12:55 p.m.

Caravelis discussed the possibility for creat¡ng a competitive aspect to our engagement with the
University of South Florida. There is a current competition within Athletics and we could carry this
theme in the interest of further competition. Caravelis emphasized that we need to have a narrow
focus in order to accomplish our goals. Two goals were proposed:

1. Assisting alumni with careers (as they graduate and when changing jobs)
2. Making volunteering easy for alumni

4:55 p.m

Caravelis encouraged the committee to bring engagement ideas to the next meeting.

Caravelis announced the next Engagement Committee Meeting will be scheduled prior to the June
Alumni Board rneeting.

Caravelis asked for public comment.

Hearing none, Caravelis adjourned the meeting at 1:05 p.m.
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